The D.A.M. Show
Choreographer’s Notes

“Anyone who tries to make a distinction between education and entertainment doesn’t know the first thing about either.”
– Marshall McLuhan

It is so very important that I acknowledge the artistic collaborations of the entire cast and crew. Quite literally, their individual creative talents and unique skills are what inspired this D.A.M. show from its inception. Each and every contribution is integral and without these partners, The D.A.M. Show would be nothing more than an amusing idea. Thank you from the bottom of my soul for being who you are and enabling us all to learn together.

Special Thanks

Robert Leary & Academic Technology Services
Bret Mann & The Alliance for Technology, Learning And Society
David Leserman
Sans Souci Festival of Dance Cinema

An eternal amount of gratitude goes out to all the CU Theatre & Dance faculty, staff and students.

Choreographer’s Notes
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Sept. 19  Step Afrika!
Oct. 8    Kronos Quartet
          Beyond Zero:
          1914–1918
Nov. 7    Mummenschanz
Dec. 11   Christmas with
          The King’s Singers
Jan. 22   Bill T. Jones and Arnie
          Zane Dance Company
Feb. 6    Medeski, Martin and
          Wood with Alarm
          Will Sound
Feb. 19   The Assad Brothers
          with Romero Lubambo
April 2   Natalie Merchant with
          the CU Symphony
          Orchestra
          Plus CU Opera, Takács
          Quartet, Holiday Festival
          and Spring Swing

COMING UP NEXT:
Liminal, new dance works in classic traditions
Choreographed by Kristen Demaree and Sara Roybal
November 14 - 16
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The D.A.M. Show program content inside.
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The D.A.M. Show
Ms. Gabby Motion, Your Host .......... Jessica Page
D.A.M. Stage Manager .......... Ian Meyer
D.A.M. Assistant Stage Manager . Michelle Bernier
D.A.M. Dancers
Alicia Brewer ....... Ellen Reynerson
Madeline Breker ....... Maddie Rothfuss
Olivia Deyer ....... Emma Scholz
Michaela Moore ....... Alberta Shulman
Jenessa Monson ....... Gabrielle Whitcomb
D.A.M. Special Guests .......... Amanda Benzin
Samantha Salters
Production Team
Technical Director .......... Mark O’Maley
Stage Manager .......... Anja Hose
Assistant Stage Manager . Vanessa Weingarten
Aerial Rigging Specialist .... Sonya Smith
Music Consultant .......... Danielle Bernier
Lightboard Operator ......... Brea Grabe
Soundboarding Operator .... Sydney Massing-Schaffer
Crew .......... Anne Roche
Sophie Hennz
Brea Grabe
Dresser .......... Kelly Xing
Two Dogs, A Cat and A Fish named Bird
Music Composed by . Jessica Page
Rhythm Tap Choreographer & Dancer .... Amanda Benzin
ASOTV
Music Composed by . Charles Gounod, 1872
Try To Be Cool
Music by .......... Twin Sisters
Camera Operator ............ Jon Thomerson
Video Editor .......... Jessica Page
Dancing People of Boulder, CO .......... Themselves
Silks, Shoes, Skates & Stillness
Music Composed by . Rob The Viking
Aerial Dancer .......... Alicia Brewer
Halcyon Dancer .......... Olivia Deyer
Pointe Dancer .......... Alberta Shulman
Rolling Dancer .......... Gabrielle Whitcomb
One Word
Music Composed by .... Jan Axel
Chad Vaccarino
Mike Campbell
Music Arranged & Performed by .......... Steven Chen & Pentatonic
Big Finish
Music Composed by .... Jamiroquai
Vocalist .......... Samantha Salters

Globe Trot, 2013, 14 minutes (USA & 22 other countries)
Produced and Directed by .......... Mitchell Rose
Choreography by .......... Bebe Miller
Dancing by .......... People found on the street
Music composed by .......... 50 filmmakers
Cinematography by .......... 50 filmmakers
Edited by .......... Mitchell Rose

Vanishing Points, 2014, 9 minutes (Canada)
Produced and Directed by .......... Marites Carino
Choreography by .......... Emmanuelle Le Phan
Dancer .......... Elan Höglund
Featuring .......... Tentacle Tribe
Music composed by .......... Andrés Vial
Cinematography by .......... Donald Robitalle
Edited by .......... Kara Blake and Marites Carino

Asleep to Dream, 2012, 2 minutes (USA)
Choreographers and Dancers .......... Nathan Blackwell and Erin Liebhard
Produced by .......... Brittany Flynn, Erin Liebhard
Music by .......... Brittany Flynn, Nathan Blackwell
Cinematography by .......... Brittany Flynn, Erin Liebhard
Edited by .......... Brittany Flynn, Nathan Blackwell

ME - Story of a Performance, 2013, 7 minutes (Finland, Japan, Estonia)
Directed by .......... Jopsu Ramu
Choreographer and Dancer .......... Johanna Nuutilen
Produced by .......... Juha-Matti Nieminen (Directors Guild)
Music by .......... Timo Ramu (MUSUTA)
Cinematography by .......... Juha Backlund
Edited by .......... Mark Stubbs
Script by .......... Antony Bentley
Jopsu Ramu
Styling by .......... Timo Ramu
Minttu Vesala

since you went, 2013, 4 minutes (USA)
Directors .......... Ryan T. Smith
Choreographers and Dancers .......... Lindsay Gauthier
Produced by .......... Ryan T. Smith and Wendy Rein
Featuring .......... Rapt Productions
Music by .......... Let’s Whisper
Cinematography by .......... Ben Estabrook
Edited by .......... Lindsay Gauthier
Still Photography by .......... Ryan T. Smith
Wendy Rein

Dance Production Assistants
Pacticum Students .......... Sarah Almad .... Cate Jordan .... Jenessa Monson .... Morgan Phillips .... Gabrielle Whitcomb

Costumes
Shop Employees .......... Satyra Chavez .... Keana Cowden .... Casey Dean .... Hannah Georges .... Hayley Gocha .... Jillian Goodman .... Matt Malone .... Jesse Pacheco .... Tait Petersen .... Brianna Provda .... Aly Ray .... Sonya Smith .... Stephanie Specter .... Kate Tara .... Reba Todd
Pacticum Students .......... Olivia Deyer .... Nathan Elgern .... Forest Fowler .... Sergio King .... Kaitlyn Malone .... Conne Phillips .... Nataile Reuttmann .... Laura Sander .... Jenn Sorick .... Bradley Steinmeyer .... Devyn Varner .... Liz Williamson .... Mary Willingham

Scenery and Electrics
Technical Assistants .......... Ashley Arvola .... Greg Baker .... Anica Bares-Golub .... Sarah Bauman .... Caleb Bay .... Lissie Campbell .... Bryce Cooper .... Theodora Dirin .... Forest Fowler .... Hayden Nault .... Amy Richman .... Jake Siekmann .... Helen Silvinski .... Brandon Smart .... Ben Stockman .... Erin Thibodaux .... McKenna Warren .... Jared Wold .... Dmitriy Yunda
Tech Studio Students .......... Kate Dobbins .... Rya Dyes .... David Goldberger .... Amber Hoefner .... Brianna Provda .... Alyssa Ray .... Jake Siekmann .... Brandon Smart .... Kateley Smolik .... Devyn Varner .... Leah Winhler .... Xuefeng Xing

Theatre & Dance Department staff
Department Chair .......... Bud Coleman
Co-Directors of Dance .......... Michelle Ellsworth
Production Coordinator .......... Erika Randall
Theatre Technical Director .......... Kerry Cripe
Dance Technical Director .......... Mark O’Maley
Lighting, Sound & Projections Advisor .......... Jason Banks
Costume Design Advisor .......... Markus Henry
Scenic Design Advisor .......... Bruce Berger
Scene Shop Foreman .......... Stephen Balgooyen
Costume Shop Manager .......... Ted Stark
Costume Shop Foreman .......... Brenda King
Costume Stock/Rental Manager .......... December Mathisen
Costume Tech Lab Assistant .......... Amanda Herrera
Dance Costume Coordinators .......... Sadie Verrimillion .... Shelby Fuegen
Dance Events Coordinator .......... Erin Liebhard
Dance Video Recording/Archivist .......... Rachel Dodson
Loft Production Coordinator .......... Jenn Calvano
Front of House Manager .......... Hadley Kammings-Peck
House Managers .......... Bailey Anderson .... Megan Odom .... Samantha Salters

Technical Assistant .......... Ashley Arvola .... Greg Baker .... Anica Bares-Golub .... Sarah Bauman .... Caleb Bay .... Lissie Campbell .... Bryce Cooper .... Theodora Dirin .... Forest Fowler .... Hayden Nault .... Amy Richman .... Jake Siekmann .... Helen Silvinski .... Brandon Smart .... Ben Stockman .... Erin Thibodaux .... McKenna Warren .... Jared Wold .... Dmitriy Yunda
Tech Studio Students .......... Kate Dobbins .... Rya Dyes .... David Goldberger .... Amber Hoefner .... Brianna Provda .... Alyssa Ray .... Jake Siekmann .... Brandon Smart .... Kateley Smolik .... Devyn Varner .... Leah Winhler .... Xuefeng Xing
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